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Business Dashboards - Nils H. Rasmussen 2009-03-27
Focusing on designing the right dashboards for use in an organization,
this timely, full color book reveals how to successfully deploy dashboards
by building the optimal software architecture and dashboard design. In
addition, it describes the value of this popular technology to a business
and how it can have a significant impact on performance improvement. A
unique collection of more than 120 dashboard images are organized by
category. One of the chapters provides a step-by-step description of the
key performance indicator (KPIs) design process. One of the appendices
contains more than 1,000 examples of KPIs to help design the content of
dashboards. The book also describes all the steps in a dashboard
implementation and offers related advice. Nils Rasmussen (West
Hollywood, CA) is cofounder and Principal of Solver, Inc. Claire Y. Chen
(Long Beach, CA) is a Senior Business Intelligence Architect at Solver,
Inc. Manish Bansal (Irvine, CA) is Vice President of Sales at Solver, Inc.
Financial Institution Advantage and the Optimization of
Information Processing - Sean C. Keenan 2015-03-02
A PROVEN APPROACH FOR CREATING and IMPLEMENTING
EFFECTIVE GOVERNANCE for DATA and ANALYTICS Financial
Institution Advantage and the Optimization of Information Processing
offers a key resource for understanding and implementing effective data
governance practices and data modeling within financial organizations.
Sean Keenan—a noted expert on the topic—outlines the strategic core
competencies, includes best practices, and suggests a set of mechanisms
for self-evaluation. He shows what it takes for an institution to evaluate
its information processing capability and how to take the practical steps
toward improving it. Keenan outlines the strategies and tools needed for
financial institutions to take charge and make the much-needed decisions
to ensure that their firm's information processing assets are effectively
designed, deployed, and utilized to meet the strict regulatory guidelines.
This important resource is filled with practical observations about how
information assets can be actively and effectively managed to create
competitive advantage and improved financial results. Financial
Institution Advantage and the Optimization of Information Processing
also includes a survey of case studies that highlight both the positive and
less positive results that have stemmed from institutions either
recognizing or failing to recognize the strategic importance of
information processing capabilities.
The AMA Handbook of Business Writing - Kevin Wilson 2010
Previous Edition 9780763773151
Hands-On Test Management with Jira - Afsana Atar 2019-02-19
Learn best practices for testing with Jira and model industry workflows
that can be used during the software development lifecycle Key Features
Integrate Jira with test management tools such as Zephyr, Test
Management, and SynapseRT Understand test case management,
traceability, and test execution with reports Implement continuous
integration using Jira, Jenkins, and automated testing tools Book
Description Hands-On Test Management with Jira begins by introducing
you to the basic concepts of Jira and takes you through real-world
software testing processes followed by various organizations. As you
progress through the chapters, the book explores and compares the
three most popular Jira plugins—Zephyr, Test Management, and
synapseRT. With this book, you’ll gain a practical understanding of test
management processes using Jira. You’ll learn how to create and manage
projects, create Jira tickets to manage customer requirements, and track
Jira tickets. You’ll also understand how to develop test plans, test cases,
and test suites, and create defects and requirement traceability matrices,
as well as generating reports in Jira. Toward the end, you’ll understand
how Jira can help the SQA teams to use the DevOps pipeline for
automating execution and managing test cases. You’ll get to grips with
configuring Jira with Jenkins to execute automated test cases in
Selenium. By the end of this book, you’ll have gained a clear
understanding of how to model and implement test management
processes using Jira. What you will learn Understand QMS to effectively

Escape Velocity: Better Metrics for Agile Teams - Doc Norton
2020-02-02
Velocity is the most commonly used metric in agile software delivery. It
is also perhaps the least effective metrics in agile software delivery. In
"Escape Velocity", Doc Norton walks the reader through common issues
with metrics and how to avoid them, altermative metrics that not only
help agile teams perform better, but enable them to continuously
improve, and techniques for forecasting that vastly outperform the use of
velocity. In a quirky, casual, and information dense style, Doc Norton
makes the topic of tracking data entertaining and shows us how to be
more effective in the pursuit of excellent software.
Developing Data Migrations and Integrations with Salesforce - David
Masri 2018-12-18
Migrate your data to Salesforce and build low-maintenance and highperforming data integrations to get the most out of Salesforce and make
it a "go-to" place for all your organization's customer information. When
companies choose to roll out Salesforce, users expect it to be the place to
find any and all Information related to a customer—the coveted Client
360° view. On the day you go live, users expect to see all their accounts,
contacts, and historical data in the system. They also expect that data
entered in other systems will be exposed in Salesforce automatically and
in a timely manner. This book shows you how to migrate all your legacy
data to Salesforce and then design integrations to your organization's
mission-critical systems. As the Salesforce platform grows more
powerful, it also grows in complexity. Whether you are migrating data to
Salesforce, or integrating with Salesforce, it is important to understand
how these complexities need to be reflected in your design. Developing
Data Migrations and Integrations with Salesforce covers everything you
need to know to migrate your data to Salesforce the right way, and how
to design low-maintenance, high-performing data integrations with
Salesforce. This book is written by a practicing Salesforce integration
architect with dozens of Salesforce projects under his belt. The patterns
and practices covered in this book are the results of the lessons learned
during those projects. What You’ll Learn Know how Salesforce’s data
engine is architected and why Use the Salesforce Data APIs to load and
extract data Plan and execute your data migration to Salesforce Design
low-maintenance, high-performing data integrations with Salesforce
Understand common data integration patterns and the pros and cons of
each Know real-time integration options for Salesforce Be aware of
common pitfalls Build reusable transformation code covering commonly
needed Salesforce transformation patterns Who This Book Is For Those
tasked with migrating data to Salesforce or building ongoing data
integrations with Salesforce, regardless of the ETL tool or middleware
chosen; project sponsors or managers nervous about data tracks putting
their projects at risk; aspiring Salesforce integration and/or migration
specialists; Salesforce developers or architects looking to expand their
skills and take on new challenges
Project Management in Libraries, Archives and Museums - Julie
Carpenter 2010-12-10
Aimed at practitioners and managers, this practical handbook provides a
source of guidance on project management techniques for the academic
and cultural heritage sectors, focusing on managing projects involving
public sector and other external partners. Issues under consideration
and illustration include: different approaches to managing projects and
how to select appropriate methods; using project management tools and
other applications in project development and implementation; ensuring
the sustainability of project outcomes and transferability into practice;
realistic monitoring methodologies and specification and commissioning
evaluation work that has real value. Written by an experienced project
manager, it addresses project management realities rather than theory
Deconstructs the traditional ‘project cycle’ model to address different
project approaches Takes into account the government and local
government context, especially operational procedures and
accountability
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implement quality systems in your organization Explore a businessAre you a Project Manager, an unofficial Project Manager, an accidental
driven structured approach to Test Management using TMap NEXT
Project Manager or simply interested in the secrets of great project
Implement different aspects of test planning, test strategy, and test
management? Have you ever wondered why some projects are
execution Organize and manage Agile projects in Scrum and Kanban
successful, and others over-run, overspend and do not deliver the
Uncover Jira plugins available in the Atlassian Marketplace for testing
expected benefits? Maybe you have been unfortunate enough to lead,
and project management Configure a DevOps pipeline for continuous
sponsor, or be part of a project that was so out of control it was
integration using Jira with Jenkins Who this book is for If you’re a quality
abandoned. The top three requisites a project manager must fulfil are
assurance professional, software project manager, or test manager
control, visibility, and pace. Agile principles and Waterfall project life
interested in learning test management best practices in your team or
cycle are opposite ends of the spectrum. Neither will deliver all three,
organization, this book is for you. Prior knowledge of test management
however, the right combination of the key components will revolutionise
and Jenkins will be beneficial in understanding the concepts covered in
how you approach project management. Covering… 1. Agile Principles 2.
this book.
Waterfall Project Management 3. Why we need WAgile 4. When is
Contemporary Project Management: Plan-Driven and Agile Approaches
WAgile appropriate 5. Areas to consider when designing a WAgile project
Timothy Kloppenborg 2022-05-31
· Planning Approach · Stakeholder/Customer Engagement ·
Master the proven, traditional methods in project management as well as Requirements Gathering · Communication · Quality · Testing ·
the latest agile practices with Kloppenborg/Anantatmula/Wells'
Documentation · Governance 6. The WAgile Process This book is not
CONTEMPORARY PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 5E. This edition presents
intended as a substitute for project management training and exams.
project management techniques and expert examples drawn from
Rather it is a practical guide to applying your own learning for best
successful practice and the latest research. All content reflects the
results. To encourage, motivate and inspire you to find your perfect
knowledge areas and processes of the 6th edition of the PMBOK Guide as recipe each time you step up to the project plate. You may find yourself
well as the domains and principles of the 7th edition of the PMBOK
violently disagreeing with some of the content, which is excellent. It
Guide. The book's focused approach helps you build a strong portfolio to
means you are thinking about what will work best in your industry, for
showcase project management skills. New features, glossary and an
your business needs, and can develop a hybrid project management
integrated case highlight agile practices, mindset and techniques, while
framework that is fit for purpose for your circumstances. This concise
PMP-style questions prepare you for the new 2021 PMP certification
short read will get you ready to take on a leadership role and set your
exam. You also learn to use Microsoft Project to automate processes.
projects up for success. BUY NOW and show your team you can lead
Gain the expertise you need to become a Certified Associate in Project
effectively as soon as tomorrow.
Management (CAPM) or Certified Project Management Professional
HR Transformation Technology - Allan Boroughs 2016-05-13
(PMP), if desired. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
HR Transformation Technology is a complete, business-orientated guide
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook to the planning, design and delivery of HR information systems. It spells
version.
out the full scope of the applications required to support HR shared
Practical Data Migration - Johny Morris 2012
services, centres of excellence and business partner roles and goes on to
This book is for executives and practitioners tasked with the movement
set out the step-by-step process for managing the delivery of a major HR
of data from old systems to a new repository. It uses a series of steps
information system project, and ensure it remains on schedule and on
developed in real life situations that will get the reader from an empty
budget. HR Transformation Technology provides: ¢ An understanding of
new system to one that is working and backed by the user population.
the role of IT in HR and the way in which it supports key elements such
Recent figures suggest that nearly 40% of Data Migration projects are
as the HR shared service centre and HR Business Partners; ¢ A clear
over time, over budget or fail entirely. Using this proven methodology
picture of the features and benefits of the main types of HR IT
will vastly increase the chances of achieving a successful migration.
application and an overview of what can commonly go wrong; ¢ The
Project Management for the Advanced Practice Nurse - Carolyn
knowledge to build and communicate a definitive business case for the
Sipes, PhD, CNS, APRN, RN-BC, PMP, NEA-BC, FAAN 2015-09-23
project; ¢ Details of the processes to be followed when defining what you
DESCRIBES THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT FOR
need and selecting the partners who can deliver it. The book also
NURSES While many books exist on project management in health care,
provides up to date, practical examples of what other major
most are written from the perspective of a hospital’s upper leadership.
organizations have achieved along with an invaluable top ten list of dos
This is the first resource to encompass the specific knowledge base and
and don'ts for the HR systems project manager. This book is
skills required for graduate-level nurses and students to effectively
indispensable for anyone with responsibility for delivering HR systems.
perform the duties of a project manager. Based on proven project
Dividend Tax Abuse - United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on
management principles, the text defines concepts specifically for APNs
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs. Permanent Subcommittee
and APNs with a DNP degree, and enables them to apply processes used
on Investigations 2008
in the business operations side of a health care organization. The book
describes the fundamentals of project design step by step, from needs
Human Activity Recognition and Behaviour Analysis - Liming Chen
assessment through project closing. It provides detailed examples of
2019-06-11
tools used by project managers, describes how to apply these tools in the
The book first defines the problems, various concepts and notions related
management of a complex health care work environment, and identifies
to activity recognition, and introduces the fundamental rationale and
key concepts critical to project success. The text demonstrates how APNs state-of-the-art methodologies and approaches. It then describes the use
can harness the skills and organizational frameworks they already use to
of artificial intelligence techniques and advanced knowledge
manage patient care and outcomes to improve systems care and
technologies for the modelling and lifecycle analysis of human activities
implement change in complex medical systems. It describes in depth the
and behaviours based on real-time sensing observations from sensor
five basic concepts of project management, including the basics of
networks and the Internet of Things. It also covers inference and
monitoring timelines, design and planning, implementation, monitoring
decision-support methods and mechanisms, as well as personalization
and control, and project closing. The book also discusses a variety of
and adaptation techniques, which are required for emerging smart
roles available to APNs, including sample job descriptions requiring
human-machine pervasive systems, such as self-management and
project management skills. Written in a clear and accessible format, the
assistive technologies in smart healthcare. Each chapter includes
text is replete with practical examples demonstrating how current APNs
theoretical background, technological underpinnings and practical
and DNPs can utilize and apply project management skills as they
implementation, and step-by-step information on how to address and
implement a project at work or prepare a practicum assignment for
solve specific problems in topical areas. This monograph can be used as
graduation. KEY FEATURES: Encompasses the knowledge base and skills a textbook for postgraduate and PhD students on courses such as
required specifically for APN project management Describes
computer systems, pervasive computing, data analytics and digital
fundamentals of project design from start to finish Based on proven
health. It is also a valuable research reference resource for postdoctoral
project management concepts in terminology familiar to APNs Includes
candidates and academics in relevant research and application domains,
practical examples from a variety of nursing roles to guide the novice
such as data analytics, smart cities, smart energy, and smart healthcare,
project manager Provides key information to help the transition from
to name but a few. Moreover, it offers smart technology and application
bedside nurse to APN leader
developers practical insights into the use of activity recognition and
WAgile Project Management in 30 Minutes - Suzanne Miller
behaviour analysis in state-of-the-art cyber-physical systems. Lastly, it
2021-07-04
provides healthcare solution developers and providers with information
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about the opportunities and possible innovative solutions for
personalized healthcare and stratified medicine.
Implementation of Anti-Money Laundering Information Systems Yong Li 2016-05-14
This book is intended for compliance professionals, IT professionals, and
business stakeholders who are working on anti-money laundering (AML)
or financial crime risk management information systems implementation.
This book focuses on the AML information systems technical
implementation, especially the implementation/project planning, and
current state, future state, gap analysis, as well some technical solutions
and practical approaches. Most topics discussed in this book are for
banks in the United States and Canada, but the principles and
frameworks mentioned in the book could also be utilized in AML
information systems implementations for insurance companies,
asset/investment management firms, and securities dealers/brokers in
North America or other jurisdictions even though different type financial
institutions have different AML regulatory requirements in different
jurisdictions.
Introduction to IT Project Management
- Cynthia Snyder 2006-10
Introduction to IT Project Management provides IT project managers the
practical tools needed to maintain daily operations while managing
multiple projects. This valuable reference helps IT project managers,
CIOs, and project sponsors understand the IT project environment so
that projects can be managed much more efficiently and successfully. An
instructor's guide is available.
Mastering Microsoft Power BI
- Greg Deckler 2022-06-30
Plan, design, develop, and manage robust Power BI solutions to generate
meaningful insights and make data-driven decisions. Purchase of the
print or Kindle book includes a free eBook in the PDF format. Key
Features Master the latest dashboarding and reporting features of
Microsoft Power BI Combine data from multiple sources, create stunning
visualizations and publish Power BI apps to thousands of users Get the
most out of Microsoft Power BI with real-world use cases and examples
Book Description Mastering Microsoft Power BI, Second Edition,
provides an advanced understanding of Power BI to get the most out of
your data and maximize business intelligence. This updated edition walks
through each essential phase and component of Power BI, and explores
the latest, most impactful Power BI features. Using best practices and
working code examples, you will connect to data sources, shape and
enhance source data, and develop analytical data models. You will also
learn how to apply custom visuals, implement new DAX commands and
paginated SSRS-style reports, manage application workspaces and
metadata, and understand how content can be staged and securely
distributed via Power BI apps. Furthermore, you will explore top report
and interactive dashboard design practices using features such as
bookmarks and the Power KPI visual, alongside the latest capabilities of
Power BI mobile applications and self-service BI techniques. Additionally,
important management and administration topics are covered, including
application lifecycle management via Power BI pipelines, the on-premises
data gateway, and Power BI Premium capacity. By the end of this Power
BI book, you will be confident in creating sustainable and impactful
charts, tables, reports, and dashboards with any kind of data using
Microsoft Power BI. What you will learn Build efficient data retrieval and
transformation processes with the Power Query M language and
dataflows Design scalable, user-friendly DirectQuery, import, and
composite data models Create basic and advanced DAX measures Add
ArcGIS Maps to create interesting data stories Build pixel-perfect
paginated reports Discover the capabilities of Power BI mobile
applications Manage and monitor a Power BI environment as a Power BI
administrator Scale up a Power BI solution for an enterprise via Power BI
Premium capacity Who this book is for Business Intelligence
professionals and intermediate Power BI users looking to master Power
BI for all their data visualization and dashboarding needs will find this
book useful. An understanding of basic BI concepts is required and some
familiarity with Microsoft Power BI will be helpful to make the most out
of this book.
Introduction to Software Process Improvement - Gerard O'Regan
2010-12-16
This textbook is a systematic guide to the steps in setting up a Capability
Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) improvement initiative. Readers will
learn the project management practices necessary to deliver high-quality
software solutions to the customer on time and on budget. The text also
highlights how software process improvement can achieve specific
business goals to provide a tangible return on investment. Topics and
features: supplies review questions, summaries and key topics for each

chapter, as well as a glossary of acronyms; describes the CMMI model
thoroughly, detailing the five maturity levels; provides a broad overview
of software engineering; reviews the activities and teams required to set
up a CMMI improvement initiative; examines in detail the
implementation of CMMI in a typical organization at each of the maturity
levels; investigates the various tools that support organizations in
improving their software engineering maturity; discusses the SCAMPI
appraisal methodology.
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®
Guide) – Seventh Edition and The Standard for Project Management
(BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE) - Project Management Institute Project
Management Institute 2021-08-01
PMBOK&® Guide is the go-to resource for project management
practitioners. The project management profession has significantly
evolved due to emerging technology, new approaches and rapid market
changes. Reflecting this evolution, The Standard for Project Management
enumerates 12 principles of project management and the PMBOK&®
Guide &– Seventh Edition is structured around eight project performance
domains.This edition is designed to address practitioners' current and
future needs and to help them be more proactive, innovative and nimble
in enabling desired project outcomes.This edition of the PMBOK&®
Guide:•Reflects the full range of development approaches (predictive,
adaptive, hybrid, etc.);•Provides an entire section devoted to tailoring
the development approach and processes;•Includes an expanded list of
models, methods, and artifacts;•Focuses on not just delivering project
outputs but also enabling outcomes; and• Integrates with
PMIstandards+™ for information and standards application content
based on project type, development approach, and industry sector.
Integrating IBM Security and SAP Solutions - Axel Buecker
2012-03-19
Many large and medium-sized organizations have made strategic
investments in the SAP NetWeaver technology platform as their primary
application platform. In fact, SAP software is used to manage many core
business processes and data. As a result, it is critical for all organizations
to manage the life cycle of user access to the SAP applications while
adhering to security and risk compliance requirements. In this IBM®
Redbooks® publication, we discuss the integration points into SAP
solutions that are supported by the IBM Security access and identity
management product capabilities. IBM Security software offers a range
of identity management (IdM) adapters and access management
components for SAP solutions that are available with IBM Tivoli®
Identity Manager, IBM Tivoli Directory Integrator, IBM Tivoli Directory
Server, IBM Access Manager for e-business, IBM Tivoli Access Manager
for Enterprise Single Sign-On, and IBM Tivoli Federated Identity
Manager. This book is a valuable resource for security officers,
consultants, administrators, and architects who want to understand and
implement an identity management solution for an SAP environment.
Enterprise Resource Planning - K. Ganesh 2014-06-18
This book introduces the fundamental principles of understanding
business requirements to apply enterprise resource planning (ERP) in
order to meet business needs. The book also helps readers understand
the usage of ERP for monitoring and controlling business processes,
while providing practical oriented solutions to the design and
implementation of ERP. Using the provided framework, a business can
decide to provide more value at lower cost which increases its
competitive advantage. This should be an ideal reference for executives,
researchers and consultants in project management of ERP. ERP can be
considered to be an integrated package of business process. The scope of
ERP determines the extent of automation of business process. For
example if ERP covers Human Resource (HR) and finance business
processes only, then business process related HR and finance are
automated. Typically business process that are automated in HR and
finance employee entry and exist process, allocation of employee ID,
payroll, processing , income tax planning and actual deduction etc. There
is seamless flow of employee data and information is available at an
effectively faster rate to take appropriate decision. As custom demand
increases, there is a need to meet the changing scenario with speed and
efficiency. While there is a need to increase productivity, there is also a
need to reduce cost of operation. The repetitive business processes can
be handled effectively by automating them and freeing human resources
for meeting other uncertainties. These automations not only should be
done for each department, but also should cut across different
departments. Thus there is a need for automating business processes at
enterprise level. This enterprise level automation started with MRP, then
MRP II, ERP and then finally open source ERP have taken centre stage.
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Out of the standard products available in the market, an organization can
chose an ERP product for implementation, depending on the features
available and the total cost of ownership (TCO). This comparison helps
an organization to choose the product that best suits the needs for the
organization. Enterprise Resource Planning: Fundamentals of Design and
Implementation highlights these concepts while discusses different good
practices to design and implement ERP.
Implementing Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement Mahender Pal 2020-03-06
Gain hands-on experience working with the architecture,
implementation, deployment, and data migration of Dynamics 365
Customer Engagement Key FeaturesExplore different tools to evaluate,
implement, and proactively maintain Dynamics 365 for CEIntegrate
Dynamics 365 CE with applications such as Power BI, PowerApps, and
Microsoft Power AutomateDesign application architecture, explore
deployment choices, and perform data migrationBook Description
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Customer Engagement (CE) is one of the
leading customer relationship management (CRM) solutions that help
companies to effectively communicate with their customers and allows
them to transform their marketing strategies. Complete with detailed
explanations of the essential concepts and practical examples, this book
will guide you through the entire life cycle of implementing Dynamics
365 CE for your organization or clients, and will help you avoid common
pitfalls while increasing efficiency at every stage of the project. Starting
with the foundational concepts, the book will gradually introduce you to
Microsoft Dynamics 365 features, plans, and products. You’ll learn
various implementation strategies and requirement gathering
techniques, and then design the application architecture by converting
your requirements into technical and functional designs. As you advance,
you’ll learn how to configure your CRM system to meet your
organizational needs, customize Dynamics 365 CE, and extend its
capabilities by writing client-side and server-side code. Finally, you’ll
integrate Dynamics 365 CE with other applications and explore its
business intelligence capabilities. By the end of this Microsoft Dynamics
365 book, you’ll have gained an in-depth understanding of all the key
components necessary for successful Dynamics 365 CE implementation.
What you will learnExplore the new features of Microsoft Dynamics 365
CEUnderstand various project management methodologies, such as
Agile, Waterfall, and DevOpsCustomize Dynamics 365 CE to meet your
business requirementsIntegrate Dynamics 365 with other applications,
such as PowerApps, Power Automate, and Power BIConvert client
requirements into functional designsExtend Dynamics 365 functionality
using web resources, custom logic, and client-side and server-side
codeDiscover different techniques for writing and executing test
casesUnderstand various data migration options to import data from
legacy systemsWho this book is for This book is for consultants, project
managers, administrators, and solution architects who want to set up
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement in their business.
Although not necessary, basic knowledge of Dynamics 365 will help you
get the most out of this book.
Professional Test Driven Development with C# - James Bender
2011-04-15
Hands-on guidance to creating great test-driven developmentpractice
Test-driven development (TDD) practice helps developersrecognize a
well-designed application, and encourages writing atest before writing
the functionality that needs to be implemented.This hands-on guide
provides invaluable insight for creatingsuccessful test-driven
development processes. With source code andexamples featured in both
C# and .NET, the book walks you throughthe TDD methodology and
shows how it is applied to a real-worldapplication. You’ll witness the
application built fromscratch and details each step that is involved in the
development,as well as any problems that were encountered and the
solutionsthat were applied. Clarifies the motivation behind test-driven
development (TDD),what it is, and how it works Reviews the various
steps involved in developing an applicationand the testing that is
involved prior to implementing thefunctionality Discusses unit testing
and refactoring Professional Test-Driven Development with C# shows
youhow to create great TDD processes right away.
The The Successful Software Manager - Herman Fung 2019-06-28
A developer's guide to successfully managing teams, customers, and
software projects Key FeaturesA complete guide to managing developer
teams, software projects, customers, and usersTransition successfully
from a technical role to managementDevelop crucial skills to enhance
your performance and advance your careerBook Description The
Successful Software Manager is a comprehensive and practical guide to

managing software developers, software customers, and the process of
deciding what software needs to be built. It explains in detail how to
develop a management mindset, lead a high-performing developer team,
and meet all the expectations of a good manager. The book will help you
whether you’ve chosen to pursue a career in management or have been
asked to "act up" as a manager. Whether you’re a Development Manager,
Product Manager, Team Leader, Solution Architect, or IT Director, this is
your indispensable guide to all aspects of running your team and working
within an organization and dealing with colleagues, customers, potential
customers, and technologists, to ensure you build the product your
organization needs. This book is the must-have authoritative guide to
managing projects, managing people, and preparing yourself to be an
effective manager. The intuitive real-life examples will act as a desk
companion for any day-to-day challenge, and beyond that, Herman will
show you how to prepare for the next stages and how to achieve career
success. What you will learnDecide if moving to management is right for
youDevelop the skills required for managementLead and manage
successful software development projectsUnderstand the various roles in
a technical team and how to manage themMotivate and mentor your
teamDeliver successful training and presentationsLead the design
process with storyboards and personas, and validate your solutionWho
this book is for Development Managers, Product Managers, Team
Leaders, Solution Architects, or IT Directors who want to effectively
manage colleagues, customers, potential customers, and technologists.
Microsoft Dynamics AX Implementation Guide - Yogesh Kasat
2015-09-18
Your all-in-one guide to exploring and implementing Microsoft Dynamics
AX About This Book From project kick-off to go live and upgrade, learn
what to expect in each phase of the project This book guides you through
the entire journey of a Dynamics AX implementation project, helping you
to avoid the common pitfalls and adapt industry knowledge and best
practices for your own project This one-stop guide is packed with key
tools and techniques to aid your Dynamics AX implementation Who This
Book Is For This book is for IT project managers, solution architects, and
consultants who are planning to implement or are in the process of
implementing or upgrading Dynamics AX. To use this book, you must
have a working Dynamics AX system in place and must be familiar with
the basics of Dynamics AX. What You Will Learn Prepare for a great start
with effective project management and planning from the beginning
Gather details early using effective requirement-gathering tools and
techniques Gain tools and techniques for effective infrastructure
planning and hardware sizing Get to grips with integration and data
migration through planning and strategy Familiarize yourself with the
reporting and BI tools Master functional and technical design to
customize existing features and designs in your own projects Manage
your configuration and you're your configuration from one environment
to another Learn industry's best practices and recommendations on
customization development and performance tuning In Detail Microsoft
Dynamics AX is Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software that
supports multi-site operations across various countries, providing
international processing within the company. It is an ERP solution with a
lot of features and functionality, and it provides support across the fields
of financial, distribution, supply chain, project, customer relationship,
HR, and field service management. This book is all about simplifying the
overall implementation process of Dynamics AX. The purpose of this book
is to help IT managers and solution architects implement Dynamics AX to
increase the success rate of Dynamics AX projects. This all-in-one guide
will take you through an entire journey of a Dynamics AX
implementation, ensuring you avoid commonly-made mistakes during
implementation. You'll begin with the installation of Dynamics AX and
the basic requirements. Then, you'll move onto data migration, reporting,
functional and technical design, configuration, and performance tuning.
By the end of the book, you will know how to plan and execute Dynamics
AX right, on your first attempt, using insider industry knowledge and
best practices. Style and approach This is a progressive, easy-to-follow
book that summarizes numerous aspects you need to know to make your
Dynamics AX implementations successful using code examples to get you
hands-on.
The Effective CIO - Eric J. Brown 2008-12-23
In a business world of uncertain budgets, relentless technology changes,
scarce management talent, and intense production demands, theory is
good, but practice sells. The Effective CIO: How to Achieve Outstanding
Success through Strategic Alignment, Financial Management, and IT
Governance is all about practice, successfully delivering the nuts-andbolts for effective governance execution. It helps to dissolve the negative
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image many CIOs have as remote, purely rational decision machines,
while demonstrating how to improve quality and throughput in your
business. This authoritative text includes governance checklists, sample
IT controls, merger and acquisition recommendations, and a detailed
framework for IT policies. Authored by two highly regarded IT
management experts, the book provides not only a survey of existing
strategies, but also includes detailed problem-solving ideas, such as how
to structure optimal IT and telecom contracts with suppliers, the
implications of SOP-98, and accounting for software costs. The book
seamlessly brings together two perspectives – that of a working CIO who
must cope with day-to-day pressures for results, and that of an IT audit
consultant with a special focus on governance and internal control.
Unlike many other CIO-related books that merely discuss strategies, The
Effective CIO includes easy-to-follow guidelines and governance
principles that can be implemented immediately.
Implementing Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and
Operations Apps - JJ Yadav 2020-03-06
Microsoft has changed the technology so customers can now select,
evaluate and implement Microsoft Dynamics 365 and other applications
for their enterprise. This book will provide insights and relevant
information around Dynamics 365 Apps, trial experience and
implementation of Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations Apps
Pharma's Prescription
- Kamal Biswas 2013-10-21
The pharmaceutical industry needs a shot in the arm – and not a moment
too soon. The executive suite is mired in a bygone era, a time when
extensive, well-funded pharmaceutical R&D produced blockbuster drugs,
kept everything in-house and reaped the financial rewards. But that way
of working needs to change. Executives now need to know what the
technologists in their companies are doing in order to survive the next
decade. Written for those new to industry, as well as for experienced
professionals or specialists looking to expand their knowledge, this book
is a must-read for business executives and information technologists
alike. Pharma’s Prescription bridges the knowledge gap between current
business practices and the most valuable technologies today. This book is
filled with practical, real-life examples from industry and is a
straightforward guide for all pharmaceutical and information technology
executives who need to improve their businesses. Focuses on practical
solutions that are easily incorporated in your day-to-day work Integrates
business operations and information technology Highlights the industry's
top turn-around stories Discusses pharmaceutical industry trends,
growth opportunities, innovation drivers, regulatory complexities, and
emerging market operations
IT Project Health Checks - Sanjiv Purba 2022-05-03
Project or program health checks provide tremendous value to
businesses and pay for themselves by multiples of magnitude. No matter
how well a project or program is performing, there are always activities
that can provide better value, reduce costs, or introduce more
innovation. IT project and program health checks can help organizations
reach their goals and dramatically improve Return on Investment (ROI).
IT Project Health Checks: Driving Successful Implementation and
Multiples of Business Value offers a proven approach for evaluating IT
projects or programs in order to determine how they are performing and
how the eventual outcome for the initiative is currently trending. The
project or program health checks provide a set of techniques that
produce actionable recommendations that can be applied for any
combination of the following outcomes: Drive more business and
technical value from a program Set a project or program back on track
for successful implementation as defined by executive management
Rescue a program that is heading towards failure Act as additional
insurance for initiatives that are too important to fail Protect executive
careers by creating transparency within the inner workings of complex
initiatives. The book shows how a review can quickly identify whether an
initiative needs to be rescued even when the project team is not aware
that it is hurtling towards failure. It also provides techniques for driving
business value even when a project team believes it’s been stretched as
much as possible. Other outcomes covered in this book include:
Objectively develop a project Health-Check Scorecard that establishes
how well a project is doing and the direction it is headed Demonstrate
how to drive business value from an IT program regardless of how well
or badly it is tracking Provide surgical advice to improve a project’s
outcome How to use the many templates and sample deliverables to get
a quick start on your own health check. Designed to provide significant
value to any member of a project team, program team, stakeholders,
sponsors, business users, system integrators, trainers, and IT
professionals, this book can help find opportunities to drive multiples of

business value and exceed project success metrics.
Self-Service Data Analytics and Governance for Managers - Nathan
E. Myers 2021-04-28
Project governance, investment governance, and risk governance
precepts are woven together in Self-Service Data Analytics and
Governance for Managers, equipping managers to structure the
inevitable chaos that can result as end-users take matters into their own
hands Motivated by the promise of control and efficiency benefits, the
widespread adoption of data analytics tools has created a new fastmoving environment of digital transformation in the finance, accounting,
and operations world, where entire functions spend their days processing
in spreadsheets. With the decentralization of application development as
users perform their own analysis on data sets and automate spreadsheet
processing without the involvement of IT, governance must be revisited
to maintain process control in the new environment. In this book,
emergent technologies that have given rise to data analytics and which
form the evolving backdrop for digital transformation are introduced and
explained, and prominent data analytics tools and capabilities will be
demonstrated based on real world scenarios. The authors will provide a
much-needed process discovery methodology describing how to survey
the processing landscape to identify opportunities to deploy these
capabilities. Perhaps most importantly, the authors will digest the
mature existing data governance, IT governance, and model governance
frameworks, but demonstrate that they do not comprehensively cover the
full suite of data analytics builds, leaving a considerable governance gap.
This book is meant to fill the gap and provide the reader with a fit-forpurpose and actionable governance framework to protect the value
created by analytics deployment at scale. Project governance, investment
governance, and risk governance precepts will be woven together to
equip managers to structure the inevitable chaos that can result as endusers take matters into their own hands.
Project Management in Nursing Informatics - Dr. Mary Joy Garcia-Dia,
DNP, RN 2019-02-20
“This book provides an important roadmap to assist nursing
professionals, indeed all healthcare professionals, to achieving maximum
benefits in patient care delivery through the application of technology
and information science to clinical care.” -Joyce J. Fitzpatrick, PhD, MBA,
RN FAAN Elizabeth Brooks Ford Professor Nursing Frances Payne
Bolton School of Nursing Case Western Reserve University Data and
technology factor more heavily than ever on quality patient care in
today’s healthcare system. As technology increases in complexity and
scope, involving more healthcare roles and types of data analysis, so
does the demand for project management and astute leadership. Among
other responsibilities, Nurse Informatics Specialists (NIS) manage and
implement technology initiatives so clinicians’ workflow is more efficient,
which improves patient care, and the bottom line. To accomplish these
goals, it is essential that the NIS has excellent Project Management
skills. Written for graduate nursing students, Project Management in
Nursing Informatics provides core project management skills for
Informatics students. This text gives students project management
examples using realistic healthcare case scenarios. Chapters describe
nursing informatics competencies and project management concepts that
will be essential for clinical practicum and practical experience. Case
scenarios show the consequences of right and wrong processes and
highlight factors that lead to success. With plenty of chapter activities,
exercises, and tasks, this text pushes the written concepts into practical
realities for the NIS. Key Features Incorporates key concepts in defining
scope, tracking budget, and meeting deliverables within the expected
timeline Features cases with real-world scenarios Contains templates to
monitor and track multiple projects Provides tools to manage, track, and
complete a capstone project Presents a basic review of key nursing
informatics competencies and its relationship in designing a capstone
project Workflow analysis, concept mapping, data specification,
collection and analysis Accompanied by Instructor’s PowerPoints
The AMA Handbook of Business Documents- Kevin Wilson 2011-05-10
From business plans and sales presentations to newsletters and email
marketing, The AMA Handbook of Business Documents gives readers the
tips, tricks, and specific words they need to make their company come
across on page or screen in a way that leads to its success. This versatile
guide to preparing first-class written pieces provides readers with
dozens of sample documents and practical tips to give them a strategic
and creative advantage when crafting proposals, memos, emails, press
releases, collection letters, speeches, reports, sales letters, policies and
procedures, warning letters, announcements, and much more. You’ll
learn about the various types of business documents and the parts of a
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ANIRBAN 2015-06-02
Intended for both undergraduate and postgraduate students of computer
science and engineering, information technology, students of computer
applications, and working IT professionals, this text describes the
practices necessary for the development of quality software. The
contents of the book have been framed based on the syllabi prescribed by
different Universities and also covers the topics required for working in
the IT industry. Based on the experience of the author in the industry,
academics, consultancy and corporate trainings in India and abroad, the
book covers the methodologies, techniques, and underlying concepts
used in Software Quality Assurance and Testing. The treatment of the
topics is crisp and accompanied with illustrative examples with minimum
jargons. Topics of relevance in the industry, which a student must be
familiar with before start of a career, are covered in the book. The book
also discusses the concepts that a working IT professional should know.
The book provides an insight into the tools available for different types of
testing. Each chapter contains Quizzes, Multiple Choice Questions and
Review Questions which help the readers to qualify in the international
certification examinations. Key features • Covers topics relevant to the
industry • Concepts discussed in an easy to understand way and
illustrated with practical examples and figures wherever required •
Contains “Objective Questions” at the end of the book • Includes topics
prescribed in international certification exams in Software Quality and
Testing
Professional SharePoint 2013 Development
- Reza Alirezaei 2013-02-22
Thorough coverage of development in SharePoint 2013 A team of wellknown Microsoft MVPs joins forces in this fully updated resource,
providing you with in-depth coverage of development tools in the latest
iteration of the immensely popular SharePoint. From building solutions
to building custom workflow and content management applications, this
book shares field-tested best practices on all aspect of SharePoint 2013
development. Offers a thorough look at Windows Azure and SharePoint
2013 Includes new chapters on Application Life Cycle Management,
developing apps in SharePoint, and building PerformancePoint
Dashboards in SharePoint Professional SharePoint 2013 Development is
an essential SharePoint developer title.
The Business Analysis Handbook
- Helen Winter 2019-09-03
The business analyst role can cover a wide range of responsibilities,
including the elicitation and documenting of business requirements,
upfront strategic work, design and implementation phases. Typical
difficulties faced by analysts include stakeholders who disagree or don't
know their requirements, handling estimates and project deadlines that
conflict, and what to do if all the requirements are top priority. The
Business Analysis Handbook offers practical solutions to these and other
common problems which arise when uncovering requirements or
conducting business analysis. Getting requirements right is difficult; this
book offers guidance on delivering the right project results, avoiding
extra cost and work, and increasing the benefits to the organization. The
Business Analysis Handbook provides an understanding of the analyst
role and the soft skills required, and outlines industry standard tools and
techniques with guidelines on their use to suit the most appropriate
situations. Covering numerous techniques such as Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN), use cases and user stories, this essential
guide also includes standard templates to save time and ensure nothing
important is missed.
High-value IT Consulting - Sanjiv Purba 2003
Designed specifically for IT professionals working in any type of
consulting organization, here is a practical, real-world guide for
delivering successful engagements to clients. Ready-to-use sample forms,
tables, checklists, and charts are in the text and available free for
download.

document that spell either big success or big trouble. Suited equally to
executives, entrepreneurs, managers, administrative staff, and anyone
else charged with putting a business’s intentions into words, this handy
guide will forever transform the way you communicate your company’s
identity, products, services, and strengths in written communication.
Business Analyst Career Raodmap - Sushmita Kumari
Living Documentation - Cyrille Martraire 2019-05-08
Use an Approach Inspired by Domain-Driven Design to Build
Documentation That Evolves to Maximize Value Throughout Your
Development Lifecycle Software documentation can come to life, stay
dynamic, and actually help you build better software. Writing for
developers, coding architects, and other software professionals, Living
Documentation shows how to create documentation that evolves
throughout your entire design and development lifecycle. Through
patterns, clarifying illustrations, and concrete examples, Cyrille
Martraire demonstrates how to use well-crafted artifacts and automation
to dramatically improve the value of documentation at minimal extra
cost. Whatever your domain, language, or technologies, you don’t have to
choose between working software and comprehensive, high-quality
documentation: you can have both. · Extract and augment available
knowledge, and make it useful through living curation · Automate the
creation of documentation and diagrams that evolve as knowledge
changes · Use development tools to refactor documentation · Leverage
documentation to improve software designs · Introduce living
documentation to new and legacy environments
Extreme Scoping - Larissa T. Moss 2013-09-01
Do your business intelligence (BI) projects take too long to deliver? Is the
value of the deliverables less than satisfactory? Do these projects
propagate poor data management practices? If you screamed “yes” to
any of these questions, read this book to master a proven approach to
building your enterprise data warehouse and BI initiatives. Extreme
Scoping, based on the Business Intelligence Roadmap, will show you how
to build analytics applications rapidly yet not sacrifice data management
and enterprise architecture. In addition, all of the roles required to
deliver all seven steps of this agile methodology are explained along with
many real-world examples. From Wayne Eckerson’s Foreword I’ve read
many books about data warehousing and business intelligence (BI). This
book by Larissa Moss is one of the best. I should not be surprised.
Larissa has spent years refining the craft of designing, building, and
delivering BI applications. Over the years, she has developed a keen
insight about what works and doesn’t work in BI. This book brings to
light the wealth of that development experience. Best of all, this is not
some dry text that laboriously steps readers through a technical
methodology. Larissa expresses her ideas in a clear, concise, and
persuasive manner. I highlighted so many beautifully written and
insightful paragraphs in her manuscript that it became comical. I
desperately wanted the final, published book rather than the manuscript
so I could dog-ear it to death and place it front-and-center in my office
bookshelf! From David Well’s Foreword Extreme Scoping is rich with
advice and guidance for virtually every aspect of BI projects from
planning and requirements to deployment and from back-end data
management to front-end information and analytics services. Larissa is
both a pragmatist and an independent thinker. Those qualities come
through in the style of this book. Extreme Scoping is a well-written book
that is easy to absorb. It is not full of surprises. It is filled with a lot of
common sense and lessons learned through experience.
Professional SharePoint 2013 Development eBook and SharePointvideos.com Bundle - Reza Alirezaei 2013-11-11
Beginning SharePoint 2013 Development eBook and SharePointvideos.com Bundle.
SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE, TESTING AND METRICS - BASU,
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